
A side note: The old myth that 
powder makeup will collect in 
fine lines is not true anymore. A 
natural, well-made mineral based 
powder foundation and finish 
powder will help brighten and 
illuminate and you will reap the 
benefits of healthier, natural 
looking skin. Let’s banish that old 
myth for good.
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Wear the right shade of foundation. Match the exact skin tone on your face and 
neck. Don’t fight against it. Instead of attempting to add color with foundation, 
which only makes you look as if you are wearing a mask, use bronzer and/or 
cheek color to brighten up your look (and day)!

A touch of softness. If you could wear deep brick red lipstick beautifully in your 
30’s, try a softer shade of red for your lips, or go rose instead. Instead of black 
eye liner, choose brown or navy. This will help you avoid looking overdone by 
softening of your overall look, and will instead bring a flattering glow to your 
face.

Line and smudge. Don’t forget to smudge the upper eyelid to enhance the 
illusion of thicker lashes. This adds contrast back into your features. Work the 
powder or pencil liner into the base of the lashes with a dense eyeshadow 
brush. We lose lashes as we age, and giving a boost to your lash line gives the 
illusion of lusher lashes. (And do we love our lashes!). Feel free to also line (and 
smudge) under your lower lashes, but don’t only line the bottom. This can drag 
your features down and make your eyes appear smaller. Play with false lashes. 
May we never stop batting our eyelashes.

Wear the right shade of blush for your skin tone and 
be sure it doesn’t sit too low on your cheeks. 
Remember to play with lighter shades. However that 
said, don’t go too light as you don’t want to look 
washed out. The key is finding just the right shade for 
your skin tone now that it is softer. Play with a rosier 
tone for a youthful glow. Try one or two shades 
lighter or muted down than you are used to wearing. 

To apply, find the apple of your cheeks and blend up and back. Avoid the bottom of the cheekbone - by 
placing it higher, you will define and lift your features.

Define your brows a little. This again, adds contrast back to your facial features. Like lashes, eyebrows also 
fade with age. Enhance your brows with a bit of color and definition by applying subtle brow makeup. A fuller 
brow is more modern and radiant. This one small change can lift your face, define your features and bring 
attention to your eyes, not your lines. Strive to match your hair color when choosing a brow color. If blonde, 
match your roots. Silver? Go for grey tones.
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Lift. Define. Brighten. Glow. Enhance.

Yes, you can still wear eyeshadow. Eyeshadow is simply too much fun to give up just because you have a 
few years under your belt, you wise woman, you. Simply soften it up a bit. Don’t fear the yummy 
shimmers, either. Today's soft shimmer or pearl eye shadows are not yesteryears and they won’t 
accentuate in your well lived fine lines. On the contrary, they can give you a very pretty and soft look.
Experiment. Play. Have fun!  Alternatively, if you have never had a love affair with eyeshadow, you’re good 
there too. A soft wash of a neutral beige or taupe and call it done. There are plenty of ways to make you 
look beautiful in the ways you love.

If you enjoy makeup, explore contouring. A subtle swipe of bronzer on the edge of the jawbones 
(blended well) will help to give the illusion of tighter skin.

Be more who YOU are - Now is the time. The world needs us to step up and out and be present. Be 
confident. It is more important than ever that you wear colors both in your clothing, jewelry and makeup.
They should resonate with who you are. Confident women know their colors, in both makeup and 
clothing. Of course, you can wear almost any color, just be sure it is in the right tone for your beautiful self
to shine through.

As your coloring softens with age, you lose contrast in your facial features. Below I will share where to just go 
with it and soften things up and where to add that contrast back in. Let this be the overarching theme as you 
enjoy the amazing second act of your life. 

https://simplebeautyminerals.com/pages/foundation-shade-finder
https://simplebeautyminerals.com/blogs/news/can-mature-women-wear-powder-foundation
https://simplebeautyminerals.com/collections/cheek-colors
https://simplebeautyminerals.com/collections/brow-makeup
https://simplebeautyminerals.com/collections/mineral-foundations
https://simplebeautyminerals.com/collections/mineral-foundations
https://simplebeautyminerals.com/collections/finish-powders
https://simplebeautyminerals.com/collections/finish-powders


Wear the right shade of foundation. Match the exact skin tone on your face and 
neck. Don’t fight against it. Instead of attempting to add color with foundation, 
which only makes you look as if you are wearing a mask, use bronzer and/or 
cheek color to brighten up your look (and day)!

A touch of softness. If you could wear deep brick red lipstick beautifully in your 
30’s, try a softer shade of red for your lips, or go rose instead. Instead of black 
eye liner, choose brown or navy. This will help you avoid looking overdone by 
softening of your overall look, and will instead bring a flattering glow to your 
face.

Line and smudge. Don’t forget to smudge the upper eyelid to enhance the 
illusion of thicker lashes. This adds contrast back into your features. Work the 
powder or pencil liner into the base of the lashes with a dense eyeshadow 
brush. We lose lashes as we age, and giving a boost to your lash line gives the 
illusion of lusher lashes. (And do we love our lashes!). Feel free to also line (and 
smudge) under your lower lashes, but don’t only line the bottom. This can drag 
your features down and make your eyes appear smaller. Play with false lashes. 
May we never stop batting our eyelashes.

Wear the right shade of blush for your skin tone and 
be sure it doesn’t sit too low on your cheeks. 
Remember to play with lighter shades. However that 
said, don’t go too light as you don’t want to look 
washed out. The key is finding just the right shade for 
your skin tone now that it is softer. Play with a rosier 
tone for a youthful glow. Try one or two shades 
lighter or muted down than you are used to wearing. 

To apply, find the apple of your cheeks and blend up and back. Avoid the bottom of the cheekbone - by 
placing it higher, you will define and lift your features.

Define your brows a little. This again, adds contrast back to your facial features. Like lashes, eyebrows also 
fade with age. Enhance your brows with a bit of color and definition by applying subtle brow makeup. A fuller 
brow is more modern and radiant. This one small change can lift your face, define your features and bring 
attention to your eyes, not your lines. Strive to match your hair color when choosing a brow color. If blonde, 
match your roots. Silver? Go for grey tones.

Yes, you can still wear eyeshadow. Eyeshadow is simply too much fun to give up just because you have a 
few years under your belt, you wise woman, you. Simply soften it up a bit. Don’t fear the yummy 
shimmers, either. Today's soft shimmer or pearl eye shadows are not yesteryears and they won’t 
accentuate in your well lived fine lines. On the contrary, they can give you a very pretty and soft look. 
Experiment. Play. Have fun!  Alternatively, if you have never had a love affair with eyeshadow, you’re good 
there too. A soft wash of a neutral beige or taupe and call it done. There are plenty of ways to make you 
look beautiful in the ways you love.

If you enjoy makeup, explore contouring. A subtle swipe of bronzer on the edge of the jawbones 
(blended well) will help to give the illusion of tighter skin.

Be more who YOU are - Now is the time. The world needs us to step up and out and be present. Be 
confident. It is more important than ever that you wear colors both in your clothing, jewelry and makeup. 
They should resonate with who you are. Confident women know their colors, in both makeup and 
clothing. Of course, you can wear almost any color, just be sure it is in the right tone for your beautiful self 
to shine through.
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There are no hard and set rules for everyone. You don’t 
belong in a box that says “Once you hit 53 you can’t wear 
jeans anymore.” (There was actually a study done that 
says that!) Rubbish! Play with these tips, take what you 
love, and leave the rest. You’ve earned the right. 

After all, if you feel fantabulous - then by all means, rock on.

Would you love help in choosing your best ever makeup colors?
Do you know if you are a cool, warm or neutral? 

Color is a tool that has a huge impact on our self esteem. It can help you to feel comfortable and happy in 
your world. As a certified color specialist, I will work with you, and together, we will determine your best 

cosmetic color choices based on your skin tone, eye and hair color and personality.

Contact me here, for this complimentary service.
What you wear tells other people how to treat you.

https://simplebeautyminerals.com/collections/mineral-eye-shadow
https://simplebeautyminerals.com/collections/mineral-bronzers
https://simplebeautyminerals.com/pages/contact



